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Purpose and objectives
� Foster a community development environment for UFS workflows 

that is publicly accessible
� Develop a prototype flexible HAFS workflow that is easy to 

configure, build, run, and port
� Enable hierarchical testing (using canned datasets to run 

components of the coupled modeling system)
� Enable transition to operations by providing researchers with a 

system that is similar in capabilities to the operational workflow
� Leverage community tools to achieve these goals:
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Project milestones and timeline
� Create and establish governance for UFS Workflows repository, 

initiate requirements collection (Q1FY20)
� Community review of CROW (Q2FY20)
� Demonstrate that CROW or alternative can interact with CIME 

(Q3FY20)
� Plan/document design of the HAFS transition-to-operations 

workflow (Q4FY20)
� Demonstrate a HAFS workflow prototype (Q3FY21)
� Total FTE: 0.40 (Year 1), 0.36 (Year 2)
� Related NCAR/CGD work has separate milestones/budget
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What is CROW?
� Configuration manager for Research 

and Operational Workflows
� Originally envisioned as an end-to-end 

common workflow for NCEP models
� In present form, it is a configuration 

manager only
� Defines which jobs to run based on user-

provided YAML configuration (i.e., create 
XML for rocoto/ecFlow)

� Similar in functionality to Python’s 
ConfigParser in HWRF
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Why include CROW in HAFS?
� Advantages

� If other UFS applications use CROW, having it in HAFS will 
increase uniformity/user familiarity across apps.

� Could move sanity checking of valid values from python scripts 
into YAML configuration files using schema.

� Considerations
� CROW would need to go to operations for HAFS. CROW 

needs to update storm-specific information for each cycle.
� If CROW is chosen, it needs to be funded, supported, and 

maintained for HAFS.
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Connecting HAFS, CROW, and CIME
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� Use CROW to build XML and 
write storm1.conf (GSD)

� Use CIME to build the coupled 
model executable and configure 
the forecast step (NCAR/CGD)

� Use the CMEPS coupler to couple 
UFS Weather Model, HYCOM, 
WW3 (NCAR/CGD)

� Use the HAFS workflow to 
execute the jobs, including the 
forecast job setup by CIME (GSD)

The current HAFS workflow
Courtesy: Bin Liu (NOAA/EMC)



UFS workflows repository
� Pulls common source codes and tools (e.g., HYCOM, CIME, 

CROW, HAFS) into one place using manage_externals.
� https://github.com/NCAR/ufs_workflows_sandbox
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UFS workflows requirements collection
� We are using the GitHub issue tracker in the UFS Workflows 

repository to capture community feedback.
� A review committee will be formed to decide how/what 

feedback should be elevated into requirements.
� Feedback not limited to CROW or even HAFS

� “I want to run hourly cycling in HAFS & UFS CAM.”
� “I want to change the size of moving nest(s) in HAFS.”
� “I don’t want to start an app’s workflow from the beginning if I 

have the needed inputs to run a particular task.”
� Pertinent feedback will be summarized at the CROW review 

and augmented during the review.
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How to contribute feedback
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CROW community review logistics
� Planning for 1-day, in-person review in College Park, MD
� Timing: mid-February to mid-March 2020
� Audience

� Designate Points of Contact (POCs) from EMC, HRD, GSD, 
NCAR/CGD, and DTC

� POCs can add members from their organization to guest list
� DTC will invite university community members

� After review, we will summarize feedback in a report.
� Who do we share this document with? How will they make the 

final decision on whether CROW is used in HAFS?
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� PRIOR to the review, perhaps ~2 weeks before:
� Distribute documentation to attendees
� Allow attendees to check out the HAFS code and configure the 

workflow with and without CROW (instructions provided).
� Attendees would need Jet HPC access.

� The idea is for people to already have some hands-on 
experience with CROW when they attend the review.

Preparing for CROW community review
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Proposed CROW review content
� Overview talks, for example:

� Overview of CROW
� Overview of current HAFS config system and workflow
� Using CROW in HAFS
� Motivation/drawbacks of including CROW in HAFS workflow

� Hands-on demo or practical
� Run the HAFS launcher using the existing configuration system
� Run the HAFS launcher using CROW
� Additional exercises (change a configuration option, etc.)

� Discussion
� Alternatives to CROW (e.g., CIME)
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Summary
� A collaborative environment for HAFS and UFS workflows 

development has been established on GitHub.
� Anyone is welcome to help set requirements for the HAFS 

and other UFS app workflows using the GitHub issue tracker.
� The project team is working on developing a HAFS workflow 

prototype that can be configured with CROW.
� A CROW review is being planned for mid-February to mid-

March to collect community feedback on whether CROW 
should be used in HAFS.
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